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[1.2gb] is released in the 720p hd resolution with the quality of
29.2 mbps and the file size of 393mb. if you want to download
this film you can use bittorrent with a speed of maximal 100
kbps. the the dark knight rises movie dual audio is a movie

starring christian bale, tom hardy, anne hathaway. the story is
about the hero called bruce wayne who becomes a superhero

after his parents were killed in an accident. bruce tried to
become a good person but it goes wrong and he becomes a

super-hero. the actor is amazing and the video is great. so you
should download and enjoy. the dark knight rises hindi dubbed
movie is released in the year (2012). the quality of this movie is

480p 720p 1080p bluray and the size is around 393mb 1.4gb
3.3gb. if you want to know about the format then please see

while downloading it can be mkv or mp4. the dark knight rises is
a 2012 action-thriller, it is an american superhero film that was
produced by warner bros. and released in the united states and
canada on july 20, 2012. it is the final film in christopher nolan's

batman film trilogy, and the sequel to the dark knight (2008).
the film was directed by nolan, and produced by nolan and his
wife emma thomas, with thomas serving as co-producer and

executive producer. it was released by warner bros. pictures and
village roadshow pictures. the film is an adaptation of the dc

comics character batman, played by christian bale. it features
the character catwoman, played by anne hathaway, in the

second incarnation of the character, as well as a new character,
the riddler, played by joseph gordon-levitt. it also features two
returning characters, the penguin and two-face. the film follows

billionaire bruce wayne as he returns to gotham city after 10
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years of absence, in order to deal with the imminent threat of a
terrorist bomb set to explode at the upcoming republican

national convention. after his return, he returns to his old job as
a detective, as well as his alter ego, the vigilante batman.
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